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KABUKI REVEALS
The Kabuki Reveak is a technique (generally used in Theatre and Special Events) where a drape
or other lightweight fabric is quickly dropped from the ceiling to reveal the stage/performers/
product. It is a modern day special effect based on the Kabuki theatre’s technique of rapid
appearance of actors.
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»» A typical system consists of 10 Kabuki drop
units two channel control box
»» PowerCon to Grounded Edison Parallel Blade
15amp male AC supply Cable
»» 25-50’ Home Run 12/4 NL4 Speakon Cable
(controller to first cell)
»» 12/4 NL4 Jumper Cables 3-10’
(jumpers between cells)
»» End of line NL4 Test Light
»» Drop Rings attached to locking fabric clips
»» Systems are available for any size drop
or curtain configuration including double drops.
Kabuki systems can range from 1 unit on up
»» 4 Chanel Controllers are available
for multiple applications
»» Complete 10 unit system is packed in a durable
and easily maneuvered rolling pelican case with
a pull out handle and is not considered freight!
It is easily shippable via Fed-Ex or UPS, weighing
between 95-140 lbs.
»» Road cases are available for touring
(contact us for details or with lead time)
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Power: standard 120V 60Hz
Dimensions: 4x4x8 inches (not including clamp)
Weight of each release unit: 7 lbs. (with clamp)
A single Cell Unit can hold and release
720+ pounds
Attachment clamp: 2” Mega-Coupler designed
for standard 12” truss and 1.5” lighting pipe
(other attachment methods are available)
Safety cable with quick clip attachment
10 unit system drops a 70’ curtain regardless of
height, weight or direction of pull, which may be
important in outdoor venues where wind can be
a factor
Kabuki Drops are capable of a wide variety of
release applications, they are not limited to just
curtain drops
Optional Power Injectors and Control Signal
Splitters are available for larger systems
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